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Your goal in Woodlands is solely to survive. To survive you will need to be able to provide yourself with food, water, and
anything else you feel you need to comfortably li 5d3b920ae0
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after playing this for an hour, i feel both disinterested and ripped off. Priced at 9.99 is a joke. this game is simple an boring. it
shouldnt even be on early access. its a sandbox the size of a child sandbox. exploration is nothing but a 2 minute run in any
direction. the ai is in its simplest form. water an food degrade way to fast. crafting is a pain without moving the pointer with the
mouse to make it easy, must use a wheel. i donot recommend this game unless you want to keep a 4year old busy for a bit of
time. in my opinion worse waste of money an time.. thank god i only played 44 mins of this crap dev should be taken out and
shot with a reality gun what a waste of time for such an underpar crap game. They said that they were going to update, a year
later, nothing. Its probablyan idea to see what company they next use and avoid.. A 100% asset flip of a Unity Template
(Ultimate Survival by Winterbyte), with no credit given. Clearly, this "dev" doesn't know what a template is for. This junk needs
to be taken off steam. Hopefully, Jim Sterling will rip this guy a new one.
https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/80368. THERE HAVE BEEN NO UDATE SENCE MAY 2017 I WOULD
LIKE TO KNOW IF THE GAME IS GOING TO GO FOUTHER OR DID YOU GIVE UP ON IT. i do not recomend this
game because the developer promised a update that woud fix the bugs and add a save system in a week and he did not do it in 3
weeks as for now its good to wait untill buying this game untill you see some disscussions about updates that are actualy added
to the game as for now the game has max 2 h of gameplay what you can not save.

Steam key requests : Since the release of Woodlands, many people - including press, YouTubers, etc - have been sending us
emails regarding keys, requesting for Steam keys in return for promoting. Our response: The best way to go about retreiving a
copy of Woodlands is to purchase it on the Steam store page. Some exceptions will be made to youtubers, streamers, etc. this
will depend on how big of a following you have. If you wish to buy a bulk/ bundle of keys for the game, you can send us an
email and we can (depending on how many) perhaps give a discounted price on the keys. Hopefully people will understand that
keys will not just be given out. We only feel the need to create this announcement as so many people request keys daily..
Woodlands UPDATE 0.2! : Hey survivors! Today we have taken a small step into the progression of Woodlands.. Woodlands! :
Woodlands is now available on Steam! Please note: An update will be made later today with a larger updated map and less
materials started off with. The first hours are just for you to test the current features in game. Woodlands is planned to change
dramatically with your suggestions and new models by the time we move out of Early Access.
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